Abstract: In the case of through-the-wall localization of moving targets by ultra wideband (UWB) radars, there are applications in which handheld sensors equipped only with one transmitting and two receiving antennas are applied. Sometimes, the radar using such a small antenna array is not able to localize the target with the required accuracy. With a view to improve through-the-wall target localization, cooperative positioning based on a fusion of data retrieved from two independent radar systems can be used. In this paper, the novel method of the cooperative localization referred to as joining intersections of the ellipses is introduced. This method is based on a geometrical interpretation of target localization where the target position is estimated using a properly created cluster of the ellipse intersections representing potential positions of the target. The performance of the proposed method is compared with the direct calculation method and two alternative methods of cooperative localization using data obtained by measurements with the M-sequence UWB radars. The direct calculation method is applied for the target localization by particular radar systems. As alternative methods of cooperative localization, the arithmetic average of the target coordinates estimated by two single independent UWB radars and the Taylor series method is considered.
Introduction
Localization capability is becoming one of the most attractive features of a wireless sensor network. Ultra wideband (UWB) radar systems as a special kind of wireless sensor network allow one to detect and track authorized or unauthorized moving targets with an advantage in critical environments or under hindered conditions. This results from the fact that UWB radars operating in the frequency range up to 4 GHz are characteristic of a good penetration of emitted electromagnetic waves through various materials, such as wood, brick, concrete, plastic, rock, ground, snow, etc. Therefore, such radars are able to detect moving person by measuring changes in the impulse response of complex monitored environments [1] . There are a number of applications where UWB radar systems can be very helpful, e.g., for through-the-wall detection and localization of persons during security operations or fire, detection of people trapped in an avalanche or an earthquake, monitoring of critical infrastructures (reservoirs, power plants, etc.) or through-the-wall imaging of building layouts and interiors [2] .
In these applications, handheld sensors for through-the-wall monitoring are applied by security forces directly to the place of operation. Here, the monitoring results should be available for the radar operator immediately. It is also expected that the operator can change the sensor location permanently. It follows from the outlined requirements that the handheld radar systems have to operate in a stand-alone mode and to be small-sized and light-weight. Therefore, they usually use only a small antenna array necessary for motion detection and basic spatial positioning of the targets.
It is well-known that the ability to detect moving targets and target positioning precision depend inter alia on the number of the radar antennas and their size, types and spatial layout. However, in the case of handheld sensors, the radar system performance improvement based on the application of a complex antenna array is naturally limited. The alternate approach on how to improve the detection and positioning is to use at the same time two or more handheld sensors for monitoring the same area. Here, diversity is the keyword behind the outlined idea. By spacing the particular radar systems, including their transmitting and receiving antenna elements, in such a way that the target angular spread is manifested, the sensor network can exploit the spatial diversity of target scatters and mitigate to environment complexity, opening the way to a variety of new techniques that can improve radar performance [3] . Then, the proposed approach is similar to that of the statistical multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radar concept, capitalizing on the angular diversity principle. Incorporating the idea of angular diversity application in our concept of target localization by two independent radar systems, improvement of the detection reliability and localization accuracy can be reached by a cooperative localization of the targets based on a fusion of data obtained from the particular handheld sensors.
Motivated by the outlined scenarios of the UWB radar applications, we will focus on through-the-wall localization and tracking of a moving person by two independent UWB radar systems in this paper (hereinafter, the basic scenario). In the mentioned scenario, the handheld M-sequence UWB radars equipped with one transmitting and two receiving antennas will be used as UWB sensors [4, 5] .
Moving target localization and tracking by two independent UWB radar systems is a complex procedure that includes signal processing phases, such as background subtraction, detection, time-of-arrival (TOA) estimation, wall effect compensation, localization and tracking. The significance of the particular phases has been explained, e.g., in [6] [7] [8] . With the exception of the localization phase, other phases of radar signal processing are independent of the number of UWB radar systems applied for target tracking. Therefore, in this paper, we will focus on the localization task solution. Here, the target coordinates in a defined coordinate system are the localization phase result.
In the case of the single radar system equipped with one transmitting and two receiving antennas, the direct calculation (DC) method is the basic method of target localization [7, 9] . On the other hand, for the purpose of target localization by the UWB sensor networks with a general number of nodes, a huge number of localization methods based on TOA measurements can be used [10] . Here, the simple arithmetic average of the target coordinates estimated by the particular nodes (MEAN), the least-squares method [11] [12] [13] , the constrained weighted least-squares method [14, 15] , the spherical-interpolation method [16, 17] , the Taylor series method [9, 12, 18] and various methods based on optimization principles [11, 19] can be listed.
In addition to these papers, several interesting contributions (e.g., [20] [21] [22] [23] ) devoted predominantly to the target localization by UWB sensor networks based on TOA estimation have been published recently.
In [20] , a framework for design and analysis of UWB monostatic radar networks for passive localization and navigation has been presented. The framework accounts for the network setting, environment propagation, TOA estimation techniques and Bayesian navigation algorithms. Navigation techniques based on the particle filter algorithm and mobility models have been compared in terms of navigation error outage for a case study in an indoor environment with both line-of-sight and obstructed line-of-sight conditions.
Target localization by a multistatic UWB radar system has been studied in [21] . In the considered system, at each scanning, each receiving node calculates a soft image of the surveillance area based on the target-scattered UWB pulses. All images are then transferred to a fusion node, where the decision about target presence or absence is taken, and subsequently, the target coordinates are estimated. Optimum decision metrics and likelihood tests are developed, together with approximated metrics, reducing the complexity of the detection block. Moreover, it has been explained how they may be combined with a tracking approach based on Bayesian filtering to improve the localization accuracy.
Another interesting approach to target localization by UWB sensor networks represented by multistatic UWB radar has been introduced in [22] . In this contribution, a novel, two-step estimation (TSE) algorithm for the object localization has been developed. It has been shown in [22] that the TSE algorithm achieves the Cramer-Rao lower bound when the TOA measurements are subjected to small Gaussian-distributed errors, which is verified by analytical and simulation results.
The mentioned localization methods applied for scenarios with a general number of nodes are essentially based on an appropriate solution of the overdetermined set of nonlinear equations and/or a proper optimization task solution. The particular equations are created by means of the known coordinates of the radar antennas and TOA estimations corresponding to the target to be localized. Because of the optimization approach application, the performance properties of these localization methods depend strongly on the number of the nodes. The more nodes are used, the better the performance of the localization methods will be obtained. On the other hand, if the number of the equations is small, the target localization precision is very sensitive to TOA estimation accuracy. In this case, even a single TOA estimated with a large error results in a large error of the target position estimation. Unfortunately, this scenario is just a typical one for through-the-wall localization of the target by means of two independent radar systems. In this case, only four nonlinear equations are available for the target localization problem description [24] . Besides, the monitored area for through-the-wall localization is complex, and hence, the particular TOA can be frequently estimated with a large error. These short analyses indicate that the application of modified localization methods developed originally for a general number of nodes (radars) does not have to provide a meaningful improvement of the target positioning accuracy and the robust performance for the target localization by two independent radar systems.
The alternative solution of the target localization problem by two independent radar systems referred to as joining intersections of the ellipses (JIEM) has been originally proposed in [25] . The main idea of JIEM consists in the finding of all the possible positions of the target in the monitored area by using DC. Then, a cluster of the target positions having the potential to be closest to the true target position is created by the novel sophisticated decision algorithm. Finally, the target coordinates are estimated as the average values of the coordinates of all possible positions of the target included in the mentioned cluster. It follows from the outlined principle of JIEM that JIEM is not based on an optimization principle, but on the selection of the best candidates for the true target position. Therefore, it can be expected that JIEM could be more robust to TOA estimation error for the discussed scenario than the methods using the optimization principle.
In this paper, JIEM will be derived in detail. In order to compare the performance of JIEM and a method based on the direct solution of a nonlinear overdetermined equation set, a new modification of the Taylor-Series method (TSM) adapted for the basic scenario problem will be introduced also in our contribution. Then, the performance of the DC (applied for each radar system independently), MEAN, TSM and JIEM will be compared based on the processing of the signals obtained by through-the-wall measurement with two independent M-sequence UWB radar systems. For raw radar data processing, the complex UWB radar signal procedure proposed in [6] will be used. The obtained results will show very clearly that JIEM is able to reach, at the cost of its relatively high computational complexity, more precise and robust estimation of the target trajectory than that of DC, MEAN or TSM. In contrast to our previous work [25] , this contribution contains not only JIEM derivation, but also MEAN and TSM introduction, the extended comparison of single sensor application (i.e., DC method application), MEAN and TSM with JIEM, including not only the target trajectory and track estimation, as in [25] , but also, the time evolution of target localization errors and its analyses, deeper analyses of the JIEM properties and the discussion of the further possible extension of JIEM for some other scenarios.
To fulfill the outlined intention, our paper will have the following structure. In Section 2, the problem statement for the target localization by means of two independent UWB radar systems considered in this paper will be given. In Section 3, the particular phases of radar signal processing will be outlined. Section 4 is the core of our contribution. In this section, TSM and JIEM will be introduced. Subsequently, the performance of DC, MEAN and the introduced localization methods will be illustrated, compared and discussed in Section 5. Finally, conclusions and final remarks to this contribution are made in Section 6.
Problem Statement
Let us consider the fundamental scenario of through-the-wall localization of a moving target by means of two UWB radar systems, denoted as the radar system A (RS A ) and the radar system B (RS B ) (Figure 1 ). Here, every radar system is equipped with one transmitting and two receiving antennas. In the scenario, it is assumed that the antenna positions are known, and their coordinates are given as follows:
Tx
• coordinates of the transmitting antenna of the RS A (T x A ): T x A = (x A,t , y A,t ), Raw radar signals retrieved from the particular radar systems can be interpreted as a set of impulse responses of the surroundings through which the electromagnetic waves emitted by the radar are propagated. They are aligned to each other, creating a 2D picture called a radargram, where the vertical axis is related to the propagation time (t) of the impulse response and the horizontal axis is related to the observation time (τ ) [4, 6] .
Hereinafter, we will assume that the radar systems applied for target tracking are synchronized in such a way that both radar devices are controlled approximately by the same system clock. Therefore, we can assume that the radargrams obtained by the measurements by all four receiving antennas have the same propagation and observation time axes and that their radargram samples are taken in the same time instants. The other kind of radar system synchronization is not assumed.
Taking into account the above-mentioned assumption, the problem to be solved within our paper is to estimate the target trajectory based on processing of raw radar signals retrieved from two independent radar systems. The solution of that problem will consist of two stages. Within the former stage, TOA corresponding to the target for each pair of transmitting and receiving antennas of the same radar system will be estimated. For that purpose, the UWB radar signal processing procedure described in the next section will be applied. The latter stage of the target localization will consist in the target coordinate estimation based on the fusion of the data (i.e., TOA) retrieved from radar systems RS A and RS B . For that purpose, TSM and JIEM will be proposed in Section 4. The further improvement of target positioning accuracy will be reached by target tracking. The tracking algorithms applied in our paper will be mentioned in Section 3.
UWB Radar Signal Processing Procedure
In the case of UWB radar signal processing for through-the-wall localization of moving persons, target positioning is a complex procedure that includes such signal processing phases as background subtraction, target detection, TOA estimation, wall effect compensation, target localization and tracking. The particular phases are implemented using appropriate methods of signal processing. In the following parts of this section, we would like to provide the reader with a short outline of the mentioned procedure. It should help for readers to see clearly the connections of the target localization methods developed and discussed in this paper with their applications for through-the-wall localization of moving persons by UWB radar systems. Ea intentione, the significance of the particular phases of the mentioned procedure will be outlined, and the lists of signal processing methods that are most frequently used within the particular phases will be given. Because of the complexity of the discussed procedure of moving target positioning, its detailed description is beyond this paper, and hence, it will not be presented here. The reader can find its comprehensive description, especially, in [6, 26, 27] .
Background Subtraction
The analysis of raw radar data has shown that it is impossible to directly identify any moving targets in the obtained radargrams. This comes from the fact that the components of the impulse responses represented by the target echo are much smaller than those of the signals reflected by the front wall or large or metal static objects or signals representing the cross-talk between transmitting and receiving antennas. In order to detect a moving target, the ratio of signals scattered by a target (i.e., nonstationary components of received signals) to noise and clutter (i.e., stationary components of received signals) has to be increased. For that purpose, background subtraction methods can be used. They help to reject, especially, stationary and correlated clutter, such as antenna coupling, impedance mismatch response and ambient static clutter, and in such a way, they allow one to detect a moving target echo.
It has been shown that the signal processing methods, such as basic averaging (mean, median) [28] , exponential averaging [29] , adaptive exponential averaging [29] , adaptive estimation of Gaussian background [30] , Gaussian mixture method [31] , moving target detection by finite impulse response (FIR) and infinite impulse response (IIR) filtering [32, 33] , prediction [34] , principal component analysis [35] , etc., can be used for background subtraction. These methods differ in relation to assumptions concerning the clutter properties, as well as by their computational complexity and convenience for online signal processing. Because of a good performance, high robustness and low computational complexity, the method of exponential averaging belongs to the most popular and often used methods of background subtraction.
Detection
Detection is the next phase of the radar signal processing procedure, which comes after the background subtraction. Detection methods analyze the radargram with the subtracted background and reach the decision of whether a signal scattered by a moving target is present or absent in the analyzed impulse response.
The detector output corresponding to the receiving antenna in the observation time instant, τ k , is represented by a binary sequence, h d (t, τ k ) [26] . The non-zero sample of the detector output in the propagation time instant, t j , indicates that there is an echo, due to the target or a false alarm in the observation time instant, τ k , whereas the distance between the transmitting antenna, target and receiving antenna is cT OA kj , where c is the velocity of the propagation of the electromagnetic waves emitted by the radar and T OA kj = t j is the time of arrival corresponding to the target detected in the observation time instant, τ k , and propagation time instant, t j .
The detailed structure of a detector depends on the selected strategy and optimization criteria of detection [36, 37] . For the purpose of the moving target detection by using UWB radars, detectors with fixed threshold, (N,k) detectors [37] , inter-period correlation processor (IPCP) detectors [38] and constant false alarm rate (CFAR) detectors [39] have been proposed. CFAR detectors can be especially assigned between detectors capable of providing a good and robust performance for through-the-wall detection of moving targets by the UWB radar system. They are based on the Neymann-Person optimum criterion, providing the maximum probability of detection for a given false alarm rate. There are a number of varieties of CFAR detectors [40] . For example, the CFAR detector adapted especially for UWB radar signal processing has been introduced in [41] . In spite of its simple structure and the assumption of the Gaussian model of clutter, it has proven to have very good and robust performance for many scenarios of through-the-wall detection of moving targets.
TOA Estimation
If a target is represented by only one non-zero sample of the detector output, then the target is referred to as a simple target. However in the case of the scenario analyzed in this contribution, the radar range resolution is finer than the physical dimensions of the target. This results in the detector output, due to such a target, usually not being expressed by only one non-zero sample of h d (t, τ k ), but by the whole set of the non-zero samples of the detector output. In this case, the target is referred to as the distributed target [26] . Since several different TOA correspond to the same distributed target, the detector output for a distributed target is very complex, and the task for the distributed target localization is more complicated than that for a simple target. The basic idea of the distributed target localization applied in this paper consists of a substitution of the set of TOA corresponding to the same target with only one non-zero properly estimated TOA referred to as the TOA of the distributed target. Then, the TOA corresponding to a distributed target will be expressed by only one instant of the propagation time, t k . Consequently, by using TOA defined in such a way, the distributed target position can be determined by using the same approach as for a simple target. In order to improve the readability of the paper, the term TOA will be used only for the TOA of the distributed target throughout this paper.
The TOA estimation is quite complex, and therefore, it is not fully described in this paper. An algorithm of this kind can be found, e.g., in [42] . This algorithm provides not only TOA estimation for the distributed target, but also the association of the data received from two receiving channels and a deghosting operation essential for multiple target detection and tracking scenarios. Another approach for TOA estimation suitable for the considered application is described in [20, 43] . In [43] , two methods of TOA estimation have been proposed. The former method is based on the application of a CFAR detector. The latter one exploits the maximum probability of the detection method, determining the TOA estimation according to a comparison of the detection probabilities of a number of different possible TOA estimations.
On the other hand, the low complexity TOA estimation for UWB systems based on model selection by information theoretic criteria has been developed in [20] . The resulting TOA estimation algorithms do not use thresholds and do not require any information about the channel or the noise power level. These blind, universal TOA estimators show, for completely unknown multipath channels and in the presence of noise with unknown power, excellent performance when compared with ideal genie-aided schemes.
Wall Effect Compensation
The propagation of electromagnetic waves through-the-wall results in a delayed time of signals reflected by targets moving behind the wall, which means that TOA estimated by the previous phase of the radar signal processing are time shifted, because of the wall presence. Their correction can be achieved by the subtraction of the mentioned delay time, whereby its estimation is the task of the wall effect compensation phase. The method referred to as the target trace correction of the second kind [44] provides promising results in this area. For its utilization, the wall parameters, such as permittivity, permeability and thickness of the wall, have to be known in advance. The mentioned parameters can be estimated very efficiently, e.g., by UWB radar using the method described in [45] . Seeing that in the basic scenario, the walls are thin with small relative permittivity and taking into account the size of the target, the wall effect can be treated as negligible in that case. Therefore the wall effect compensation phase will be omitted from the processing of signals obtained in the basic scenario.
Localization
The aim of the target localization phase is to determine the target coordinates in a defined coordinate system. The target positions estimated in the consecutive observation time instants create a target trajectory. The analyses of the target localization by M-sequence UWB radar equipped with one transmitting and two receiving antennas based on DC presented in [46] has confirmed that the distance between transmitting and receiving antennas, TOA estimation error and the target position in the monitored area are the key factors determining the localization error. It has been shown in [46] that the localization error can take on values from zero up to several meters, even for very simple scenarios. These conclusions indicate that that cooperative localization of the target based on the sensor network could be the key solution for the improvement of the accuracy of the target localization. As the phase of the target localization represents the core of this paper, this topic will not be discussed further in this part of the contribution. We will deal with it in the next section.
Tracking
Target tracking provides a new estimation of the target location based on its foregoing positions. Target tracking usually results in the target trajectory estimation error decreasing, including trajectory smoothing. Most of tracking systems use a number of basic or advanced modifications of Kalman filters (e.g., linear, nonlinear and extended Kalman filters [47] [48] [49] ) or particle filters [50, 51] . Besides the fundamental theory of Kalman filtering and its modifications, further advanced methods of target tracking, such as single target and multiple target tracking systems [52, 53] or multiple-hypothesis tracking methods [54] , are available. They are based on the combination of data gating and data association and tracking, as well.
Cooperative Localization of the Target
In this section, we will deal with the problem of the cooperative localization of the target for the basic scenario. Firstly, the basic equations describing the target localization will be introduced. Then, TSM and JIEM as the possible approaches of the mentioned equation set solution will be derived.
Basic Equations
Let T OA R,i for R = A, B, i = 1, 2 represents the estimation of TOA of the electromagnetic wave transmitted by the T x R , reflected by the target (T = (x, y)) and received by the Rx R,i . We presume that T OA R,i has been estimated by the algorithms outlined in the previous section. The distance, d R,i , between the transmitting antenna, T x R , the target and the receiving antenna, Rx R,i , can then be expressed as:
where c is the propagation velocity of the electromagnetic wave emitted by the radar. In our consideration, c is set to the electromagnetic wave propagation velocity in air, i.e., c = 3
On the other hand, the distance, d R,i , can be expressed also by means of the antennas and target coordinates as follows:
In this expression, the symbol, XY , is set for the Euclidean distance between the points, X and Y . The symbol:
expresses the true distance between the transmitting antenna, T x R , the target and the receiving antenna, Rx R,i . Finally, e R,i represents the additive noise component expressing the random errors of the TOA estimation. Then, the target localization problem can be defined as the estimation of the target coordinates, (x, y), based on a solution of the set of four nonlinear Equations (2).
Taylor Series Method
The TSM method is a popular and very often used iterative method for object localization by UWB systems [19, 55] . In TSM, a set of non-linear Equations (2) is linearized by expanding it in the Taylor series around a point corresponding to a guess of the solution of Equation (2) and only keeping terms below the second order. The obtained set of the linear equations is then solved by the least-squares method (LS) to produce an estimate of the target coordinates. The obtained solution is used in the next iteration as the new point of around which the Equation set (2) is linearized. The process then continues in a new iteration, until a predefined criterion is satisfied. Following this short outline, TSM for the solution of Equation (2) can be described as follows.
Let us define the functions:
Then, the Equation set (2) can be rewritten as:
where e R,i is the distance estimation error. If x v and y v are the initial guesses of the target location, then:
In this expression, δ x and δ y are the location errors to be determined. Expanding f R,i (x, y) in the Taylor series and retaining the first two terms produces:
where:
By using Equation (8), the Equation (7) can be rewritten in matrix form as:
Then, the LS estimation of δ is given by:
and the target coordinates are updated in the iteration process according to:
The updated estimation of the target coordinates according to (Equation (12)) is used as the new guess of the target coordinates for the next iteration. The iteration process (Equations (8)- (12)) is repeated until the condition:
is satisfied. In this expression, δ (i) and are the Euclidean norm of the location error vector at the i th iteration and a positive small constant, sometimes referred to as the termination parameter, respectively. On the other hand, if:
is true, the iteration process is not converging. In this case, a new initial guess has to be set up, or the result of the i th iteration step is taken as the target coordinate estimation.
Method of Joining Intersections of the Ellipses
Let us assume for a moment a perfect estimate of T OA R,i , i.e., if e R,i = 0. Then, the Equation set (2) will take the following form:
This expression represents the equation of the ellipse with the foci, T x R = (x R,t , y R,t ) and Rx R,i = (x R,i , y R,i ), and with the length of the semi-major axis, d R,i /2. Thus, there is a family of the ellipses for each T x R -Rx R,i pair (R = A, B, i = 1, 2) with the foci in T x R and Rx R,i , for all possible values of d R,i [56] . Since the target coordinates have to satisfy Equation (15) and the coordinates of the transmitting and receiving antennas are known, the target coordinates can be determined as the intersection of the ellipses formed by two different T x R -Rx R,i pairs. These intersections can be obtained as the solution of a couple of the corresponding nonlinear Equations of (15) . If the target coordinates are computed as the intersection of two ellipses, then this approach is referred to as DC [7, 9] . Generally, the number of the intersections of two ellipses can take on values of zero, one, two, three or four. However, not each intersection expresses the target position. Therefore, the intersection corresponding to the target has to be carefully selected. The detailed description of the analytical calculation of the intersections of two ellipses is not provided in this paper. The comprehensive solution of this mathematical task can be found, e.g., in [57] . Let us return now to the basic scenario outlined in Figure 1 . By using T OA R,i for R = A, B, i = 1, 2, four ellipses, E i , for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, can be constructed. Their foci, F
, and the lengths of their semi-major axis, a i , are given in Table 1 . A possible system of the ellipses, E i , for the perfect estimates of T OA R,i is sketched in Figure 2a . In this figure, it can be seen that there is only one joint intersection of all ellipses. This intersection represents the solution of Equation (2) and, at the same time, the target position. Table 1 . Parameters of ellipses.
Unfortunately, T OA R,i is normally never estimated with the zero error. The scenario for not perfect, but good, estimations of T OA R,i for R = A, B, i = 1, 2 is outlined in Figure 2b . The target position estimated by RS A labeled as T A , is given by the intersection of E 1 and E 2 . On the other hand, the intersection of E 3 and E 4 , labeled as T B , is set for the target position estimated by RS B . It can be observed from Figure 2b that T A and T B are quite close to the true target position, T . However, in the case of through-the-wall target localization, the heavy clutter and shadowing effect, due to the wall and static objects located within the monitored area, are present. This results in that TOA is very frequently estimated with large error or eventually the target is not detected. The former case is sketched in Figure 2c , where the target position estimated by RS B (T B ) is very poor. The latter scenario is outlined in Figure 2d . Since the target was not detected by Rx B,1 , it was not possible to create the ellipse, E 3 , and hence, RS B was not able to localize the target. In both scenarios, better results can be provided by RS A (Figure 2c,d) .
The analyses of the scenarios given in Figure 2b -d indicate that a single radar system may not be able to provide very accurate and robust estimation of the target position. It is true especially for throughthe-wall target localization, which has been confirmed by quite a number of measurements. On the other hand, it can be identified from Figure 2b -d that there are still several additional intersections of the ellipses (not only T A and T B ), which are localized near the true position of the target, and hence, they have a potential to be used for target positioning. The set of such intersections can be jointed to create the cluster of the intersections (CI) proper for the target localization. The main idea of JIEM presented in this paper is to create such CI and, subsequently, to use the intersections joint in CI for target positioning. For CI creation, the novel decision algorithm will be used. Following this idea, JIEM can be described as follows. Monitored area
Generally, four ellipses, E i , for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, represented by Equation (2), will be created at the start of JIEM. Let us define set CI of the points in the monitored area with the initial setting, CI = ∅. Let us create the pairs of the ellipses, (E 1 , E 2 ), (E 1 , E 3 ), (E 1 , E 4 ), (E 2 , E 3 ), (E 2 , E 4 ) and (E 3 , E 4 ). For every pair of the ellipses, P ij = (E i , E j ), the ellipse intersections will be computed according to the algorithm described in [57] . Let us denote all intersections of the ellipses,
.., max k . Variable max k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} denotes the ellipse intersection number. Hereinafter, only those intersections located in the monitored area will be taken into account. If the ellipses have no intersection, a new pair of the ellipses will be taken for CI creation. If the ellipses, E i and E j , are touching, then touching point T (i,j) 1 will be put into set CI. If the ellipses, E i , E j , have more intersections, the decision algorithm will be used for the selection of their intersections situated closest to other ellipses. This intersection will be included in CI.
The decision algorithm can be described as follows. Let us consider the ellipses, E m and E n , for m < n. Now, the task is to determine the intersection of E l and E k for l = m, n and k = m, n (i.e., the intersection not found on E m and E n ) situated closest to E m and E n . For that purpose, two points, Q m and Q n , from the intersections, T (i,j) k , are selected according to:
where a v are given in Table 1 .
The main idea of Equations (16) and (17) consists in the application of the metrics:
expressing a measure of the closeness of T
is not situated on E v , then an ellipse crossing T (i,j) k having the same foci as E v and a semi-major axis,ā v , can be created. Then, the less |a v −ā v | is, the closer T (i,j) k to E v is situated. Taking into account the significance of the metrics Equation (18), we can see that Q m is the intersection situated closest to E m , but not located on this ellipse. On the other hand, Q n is the intersection situated closest to E n , but not located on E m and E n . Hence, if Q m = Q n , Q m is at once closest to E m and E n . Therefore, if Q m = Q n , then the point, Q m , will be put in CI. On the other hand, if Q m = Q n , Q m and Q n will not be included in CI.
The described decision algorithm will be applied step by step for all pairs of the ellipses, P mn , for m < n. As a result, the complete CI will be obtained. Then, the target coordinates are estimated as the arithmetical average of the corresponding coordinates of the points of CI. As the introduced JIEM exploits TOA estimated by both radar systems, it belongs to the cooperative methods of target localization.
For the basic scenario, there are also situations when the four ellipses cannot be created. Then, the following approach is used by JIEM. If there are only three ellipses with more than one intersection in the monitored area, the target position is estimated as the intersection of the ellipses belonging to the same radar system. If there is only one intersection in the monitored area, its coordinates represent the estimated coordinates of the target. Finally, if at least two ellipses cannot be created or if no intersection can be found in the monitored area, the target cannot be localized.
Experimental Results
In order to evaluate JIEM performance, the scenario outlined in Figure 3 is analyzed. The scenario is represented by a tracking of a person moving behind the brick walls using two independent M-sequence UWB radar systems (Figure 4) . The person was moving with approximately constant speed. The thickness of the first and the second wall was 30 cm and 43 cm, respectively. The person to be localized and tracked was walking inside a fully furnished room (Figure 4 ) from position P1 through positions P2 and P3, up to position P4 (Figure 3) . The raw radar data analyzed in this contribution were acquired by means of two M-sequence UWB radar systems ( Figure 5 ), each equipped with one transmitting and two receiving antennas [4, 5] . The radar antenna positions are outlined in Figure 3 . The system clock frequency of both radar devices are about 4.5 GHz, which results in the operational bandwidth of about DC-2.25 GHz. The order of the M-sequence emitted by the radar is nine, i.e., the impulse response covers 511 samples regularly spread over 114 ns. This corresponds to an observation window of 114 ns, leading to an unambiguous range of about 17 m. Two-hundred fifty-six hardware averages of the environment impulse responses are always computed within the radar head field-programmable gate array (FPGA) to provide a reasonable data throughput and to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by 24 dB. The additional software averaging can be provided by the basic software of the radar device. In our measurement, the radar systems were set in such a way as to provide approximately 10 impulse responses per second, i.e., the radar devices have generated the impulse responses with the period of T RD = 100 ms. The total power transmitted by the particular radars was about 1 mW. The first radar system, denoted as RS A , has been equipped with three spiral antennas (Figure 5a ) placed on the wall (Figure 3) . The second radar system, denoted as RS B , has been equipped with three double-ridged horn antennas (Figure 5b ) placed on the wall, too (Figure 3) . Here, transmitting antennas have been located in the middle between two receiving antennas. The distances between adjacent antennas were set to 17.5 cm and 43 cm for RS A and RS B , respectively.
In the case of our measurements, the synchronization of RS A and RS B has been created by the interconnection of RS A and RS B through the local area network (LAN). The outlined application of LAN has allowed one to start the measurement of the particular impulse responses by RS A and RS B theoretically in the same time instant (practically, almost in the same time). No additional signal processing has been applied for the purpose of the synchronization of the data provided by RS A and RS B . Taking into account the rate of measurement (10 impulse response per second) and the speed of the target movement (approximately 0.80-1.00 ms −1 ), we believe that this form of RS A and RS B synchronization can be acceptable for the cooperative localization of the moving target.
In the basic scenario, both radar systems have operated simultaneously over the same frequency band. They have emitted the same M-sequence, but the initial conditions of their M-sequence generators have been set randomly. Hence, the M-sequences generated by the first and second radar system are theoretically the same, but they are mutually shifted. Because the radar receiver is based on an application of the correlation between the transmitting M-sequence and the received signal, we have expected that it should result in additional correlation peaks, due to the transmitting of the second radar system. These peaks should be delayed only according to the initial conditions in comparison to the first radar system. However, this effect and, therefore, no mutual interference of the radar systems have been identified in our measurement. The deeper analyses of this effect provided by [58] have shown that the mentioned effect has its origin in the difference between the system clock frequency of the particular radars. It has been demonstrated in [58] that if the difference between the system clock frequency of both radars is greater than several kHz only, the correlation between two M-sequences generated by these radar systems is canceled, and hence, the possible mutual interference of both radar systems is negligible. This property of the M-sequence UWB radar systems has been exploited to an advantage within our measurement.
The raw radar data acquired by the described measurement have been processed by the procedure described in Section 3. Here, the exponential averaging method, CFAR detector, the method introduced in [26] and linear Kalman filters (KF) have been applied for the background subtraction, target detection, TOA estimation and target tracking, respectively. For the target localization by the single RS A and RS B , the DC method has been used. On the other hand, MEAN, TSM and JIEM have been applied for cooperative positioning of the moving target by using two independent radar systems.
It is well known that TSM performance depends on the initial guess of the target location (T (x v , y v )) for the particular iterations and on the number of iterations [12, 18] . In the case of the analyzed scenario, the least-mean square method [24] , the weighted arithmetic average of the target positions estimated by RS A and RS B [24] and JIEM were tested for the estimation of the mentioned initial guess. Here, the best performance was provided by JIEM. Therefore, all results presented in this contribution for TSM were obtained for the initial estimate of the target location by JIEM. The number of iterations was controlled by the condition (13) . The real number of iterations was not greater than 10.
The results obtained in the particular phases of UWB radar signal processing for the basic scenario are given in Figures 6-10 . The raw radar data, the radargrams with the subtracted background and the detector outputs for the first receiving channels of RS A and RS B are given in Figures 6-8 . TOA estimations for all receiving channels are depicted in Figure 9 . The target trajectory estimations as localization phase output are given in Figures 11-15 . Here, the trajectories estimated by the direct calculation method applied on data from RS A and RS B are denoted as DCA and DCB, respectively. Finally, the target tracks obtained by KF applied to the target trajectories obtained by DC (KF DCA, KF DCB), MEAN (KF MEAN), TSM (KF TSM) and JIEM (KF JIEM) are given in Figure 10 .
The target position estimation accuracy corresponding to the particular methods of target localization is illustrated also by the time evolution of target localization errors for the estimated trajectories and tracks (Figures 16 and 17) . The mean and the root mean square (RMS) values of the target localization errors for the estimated trajectories and tracks are given in Tables 2 and 3 . (Figures 11 and 12 ). These figures show that the estimated trajectories follow the target motion direction, but with a high deviation. As we mentioned in Section 4, the target localization by the DC method consists of the solution of the set of two nonlinear equations. If the solution exists, the target is localized at the intersections of two ellipses. It follows from this geometrical interpretation of the target positioning that its accuracy depends strongly on the angle between the tangent lines of both ellipses, where the tangent point is their intersection. For the angle of around 90
• , the intersection of the ellipses can be computed with high accuracy. On the other hand, for the angle of around 0 • (i.e., the ellipses are almost touching), the ellipse intersection coordinates cannot be computed accurately, due to the numerical error of the computation. The closer the transmitting and receiving antennas are, the greater this effect is. In the case of the target localization by the DC method, the sizes of the semi-major axes of the ellipses are given by the TOA estimations. Then, the accuracy of the target positioning is very sensitive to the precision of TOA estimation, especially if the mentioned angle between the tangent lines of both ellipses is small. This effect manifests itself in such a way that if the mentioned angle is small, the small errors of TOA estimation will result in a large error of the target coordinate estimation. The combination of this effect with the impact of the monitored area quantization at the M-sequence radar application [59] will result in that the target trajectory estimation by DC will be obtained, with the error component having a high variance. The improved accuracy of the target localization can be obtained by MEAN, i.e., by a simple combination of the target coordinates provided by DCA and DCB. The improved performance of MEAN illustrated in Figure 13 is especially due to the mutual position of RSA and RSB and the setting of the true track of the target. The target trajectory estimated by TSM within the localization phase is presented in Figure 14 . Here, the pure performance of TSM can be observed. This can be explained by the fact that TSM is based on the solution of the Equation set (2) . Since the number of the Equations is small, the solution is very sensitive to TOA estimation. Therefore, if leastwise, only one TOA is estimated with a large error, the target position will be also estimated with a large error. Unfortunately, in the case of through-the-wall target positioning, TOA estimation can be obtained many times with a large error, due to heavy clutter and a complex environment. This results in the pure performance of TSM in spite of the fact that the outputs of both radar systems are used for cooperative positioning of the target. On the other hand, we expect that TSM performance could be improved if more radar systems are used for the target localization.
The comparison of the target trajectory estimations by the localization methods considered in this paper has shown that the best performance is provided by JIEM (Figure 15 ). The standard approach for how to improve the target trajectory estimation obtained by the localization phase is to apply tracking filters [53] . The final tracks corresponding to DCA, DCB, MEAN, TSM and JIEM application obtained by target tracking using KF are depicted in Figure 10 as the curves, KF DCA, KF DCB, KF MEAN, KF TSM and KF JIEM, respectively. Here, the presented tracks have shown the significant improvement of the target trajectory estimation in comparison with that given in Figures 11-15 . If we compare the estimates of the target trajectories and tracks given in Figures 11-10 , we can conclude that the best estimate of the target trajectory and track is provided by JIEM. This conclusion is also confirmed by the time evolution of target localization errors for the estimated trajectories and tracks (Figures 16 and 17) and by the mean and RMS values of the time evolution of localization errors (Tables 2 and 3 ). In the case of the time evolution computation of the estimation errors, the presumption of the constant speed of the target movement has been applied. The mentioned JIEM performance follows from the fact that JIEM exploits only the carefully selected intersections of the particular ellipses (i.e., CI) for the target coordinate evaluation. The performance properties of JIEM have been tested also in [25] . The analyzed scenario has been represented by through-the-wall localization and tracking of a person moving in a classroom. The performance properties of JIEM have been evaluated by the visual inspection of the target tracks (the shape and the localization of the true and estimated target tracks) and by the alternative form of the target position estimation accuracy evaluation, referred to as "the percentage of the true estimates of the target positions". The results presented in [25] have shown and confirmed that JIEM has provided better performance than the other tested methods, also for a scenario different from that described in this paper.
The described procedure of signal processing has been implemented on a standard notebook using MATLAB software. In Table 4 , the so-called average time of the calculation (T L ) is brought out. This quantity represents the average time of the calculation of the target coordinates by using DC, MEAN, TSM and JIEM of the estimated TOA are their inputs. Therefore, T L can be taken as an approximate measure of the described algorithm complexity. The average time needed for radar signal processing within the background subtraction, target detection, TOA estimation and the tracking phase is T 0 = 12 ms. Then, the total average time necessary for the target position evaluation corresponding to one impulse response processing is T SP = T L + T 0 . As follows from Table 4 , the best performance of JIEM in comparison with that of DC, MEAN and TSM is reached at the cost of its high complexity. In the case of JIEM, the time intervals, T L and T SP , are 4.85 ms and 16.85 ms, respectively. As the radar devices have generated the impulse responses with the period of T RD = 100 ms, we can conclude that a relatively high value of T L for JIEM can be accepted. 
Conclusions
This paper has been devoted to target localization by two independent UWB radar systems. A novel method of the cooperative localization of the target, referred to as JIEM, has been proposed. The main idea of JIEM consists in the creation of CI, which is applied to the target coordinate estimation. The performance properties of JIEM have been compared with DC, MEAN and TSM. For that purpose, the scenario of through-the-wall tracking of a moving target has been analyzed. The obtained results have shown that JIEM has overcome other considered methods of target localization at the cost of its high, but still acceptable, complexity.
JIEM can be used for cooperative target positioning with an advantage, especially if the number of radar systems applied for target positioning is not very high. This application scenario represents a trade-off between its good performance and high complexity. On the other hand, conventional methods, such as DC, MEAN or TSM, have a limited ability to provide a robust performance for through-the-wall localization of moving persons. Their high sensitivity to TOA estimation errors is the main reason for their pure performance in such scenarios. Taking into account these facts, JIEM should be preferred for through-the-wall target localization by two radar systems in comparison with that of DC, MEAN or TSM.
JIEM possess the potential to also be easily extended for target localization by a UWB sensor network consisting of more than two sensors, for target localization by a UWB multistatic radar system with N > 2 receiving antennas or for person positioning based on detection of his or her breathing by UWB radar systems [60] [61] [62] . In these scenarios, a set of TOAs corresponding to each pair of transmitting and receiving antennas can be estimated, and an adequate set of the ellipse pairs can be created. Then, JIEM can be directly applied.
We assume that further improvement of JIEM performance can be obtained by its non-complex modifications. The promising modification of JIEM can be seen in the target coordinates estimation based on the intersections included in CI. Here, the simple arithmetic average used in the current version of JIEM can be replaced by a more powerful algorithm (e.g., least-square method). Another useful modification of JIEM can be created, e.g., by its adaptation to the scenario in which only three ellipses can be created (Figure 2d ). The suggested extensions and modifications of JIEM can be considered to be a promising topic for our follow up research in the field of through-the-wall person localization by UWB sensor networks.
